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The Simple Abundance Journal of
Gratitude
Grand Central Publishing Newly revised with a fresh introduction, updated quotes,
and a charming, contemporary aesthetic. "Gratitude is the most passionate,
transformative force in the Cosmos." This beautiful companion journal to the national
bestseller Simple Abundance: A Daybook of Comfort and Joy, the mega-bestselling
guide that has led so many women to live fulﬁlling, harmonious, and joyful lives, has
been refreshed for fans of the original Simple Abundance Gratitude Journal -- and a
whole new generation of journalers. The Simple Abundance Journal of Gratitude
oﬀers insight via uplifting, inspirational quotes and gives women a place to record
their daily moments of gratitude. Through daily practice, this journal can help you
embrace everyday epiphanies: profound moments of awe that forever alter your
experience of the world.

Simple Abundance
365 Days to a Balanced and Joyful
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Life
Grand Central Publishing Updated and expanded for everyone who loved the
original Simple Abundance -- and a whole new generation that needs it now more
than ever -- this mega-bestselling guide continues to lead countless women to more
fulﬁlling, harmonious, and joyful lives. First published in 1995, Simple Abundance
topped the New York Times Bestseller list for over two years and is responsible for
introducing two hugely popular concepts--the "Gratitude Journal" and the term
"Authentic Self." With daily inspirational meditations and reﬂections, the Simple
Abundance phenomenon became a touchstone for a generation of women, helping
them to reclaim their true selves, ﬁnd balance during life's busiest moments, and
rediscover what makes them truly happy. Simple Abundance's powerful messages
are needed now more than ever, as we navigate the discord and stress instigated by
a constant stream of "breaking news" cycles, and our 24/7 social media culture.
Sarah Ban Breathnach has refreshed her bestselling phenomenon to address the
needs of a new generation, with her signature candor, wit, and wisdom that made
her a trusted and compassionate conﬁdant for millions of women. A perennial classic
whose time has come again, Sarah's work celebrates quiet joys, simple pleasures,
and well-spent moments and reminds us how to ﬁnd the beauty in the everyday.

Moving on
Creating Your House of Belonging
with Simple Abundance
Meredith Books The author oﬀers an inclusive, inspirational guide to help readers
understand themselves and use their insights to accept change and move on after
life-changing events.

Simple Abundance
A Daybook of Comfort of Joy
Grand Central Publishing #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Over 7 million copies
sold in 30 languages! Simple Abundance is a book of evocative essays - one for
every day of the year - for women who wish to live by their own lights. A woman's
spirituality is often separated from her lifestyle. Simple Abundance shows you how
your daily life can be an expression of your authentic self ... as you choose the
tastiest vegetables from your garden, search for treasures at ﬂea markets, establish
a sacred space in your home for meditation, and follow the rhythm of the seasons
and the year. Every day, your own true path will lead you to a happier, more
fulﬁlling, and contented way of life. Embrace its gentle lessons, savor its sublime
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common sense, and dare to live its passionate truth. The authentic self is the Soul
made visible.

Something More
Excavating Your Authentic Self
Grand Central Publishing From the author of the bestselling "Simple Abundance"
comes a provocative and powerful life "bible" for women around the world. In this
insightful and eloquent book, Sarah Ban Breathnach explores the nine stages
necessary to living authentically: Sensing, Surviving, Settling, Stumbling, Selling Out,
Starting Over, Searching, Striving, and ﬁnally, Something More.

Peace and Plenty
Finding Your Path to Financial
Serenity
Grand Central Publishing As featured on Oprah's podcast, SuperSoul
Conversations "When money is plentiful, this is a man's world. When money is
scarce, it is a woman's world." Unearthed in a 1932 Ladies Home Journal, this quote
is the call to arms that begins PEACE AND PLENTY, Sarah Ban Breathnach's answer
to the world's-- and her own personal-- ﬁnancial crisis. As only Ban Breathnach can,
she culls together this compendium of advice, deeply personal anecdotes, and
excerpts from magazines, books, and newspapers-- particularly those of the Great
Depression-- to inspire readers who are mired in today's ﬁnancial diﬃculties.
Focusing on her own personal path, Sarah Ban Breathnach will relate never-before
revealed details about how she fell from the ﬁnancial top to the bottom. Readers will
immediately see how deeply she understands the plight of those trying to maintain a
happy and comfortable home, while at the same time not even knowing if they will
be able to make the mortgage to keep that home. Sarah has proved to be the voice
of comfort for years to women who are spiritually bankrupt, and now she will reach
to those who are ﬁnancially strapped, showing them how to pull themselves out of
their psychic and ﬁscal crises while providing deep comfort and reassurance
throughout.

The Best Part of The Day
Regnery Publishing In her international bestseller Simple Abundance, Sarah Ban
Breathnach inspired millions of women to ﬁnd happiness in each day of their lives.
Now Breathnach is back with her ﬁrst children's book, The Best Part of the Day.
Beautifully illustrated and lyrically written, this "good night" story encourages
children to ﬁnd at least one moment in each day that is worthy of celebration. The
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Best Part of the Day is the perfect addition to any family's nighttime routine.

The Simple Abundance Companion
Following Your Authentic Path to
Something More
Grand Central Publishing This workbook is based on the author's popular
workshops and expands more upon the wisdom provided in her best sellers Simple
Abundance and Something More.

Simple Abundance
A Daybook of Comfort and Joy
Especially newly adapted edition for Australian and New Zealand readers, SIMPLE
ABUNDANCE is a book of 366 evocative essays-one for every day of the year-written
for women who want to live by their own lights. Sarah Ban Breathnach shows how
your daily life can be an expression of your authentic self as you follow the rhythm of
the seasons and the year. Here for the ﬁrst time, the mystical alchemy of style and
spirit is celebrated. Every day your own true path can lead to a happier and more
fulﬁlling way of life-the state of grace known as simple abundance. Sarah Ban
Breathnach has inspired thousands of readers all over the world through her gentle
lessons of joy and comfort, and SIMPLE ABUNDANCE has become the life 'bible' to
discovering the authentic life you were born to live.

The Illustrated Discovery Journal
Creating a Visual Autobiography of
Your Authentic Self
Grand Central Pub From the author of the bestselling "Simple Abundance" and
"Something More" comes the means to create a personal visual autobiography. This
oversized volume allows plenty of space for collages, drawing, and other outlets for
readers' creativity, guided by essays by the author.

A Man's Journey to Simple
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Abundance
Simon and Schuster The Authentic Journey Continues -- for Women to Understand
Men, and for Men to Understand Themselves.

Romancing the Ordinary
A Year of Everyday Indulgences
ROMANCING THE ORDINARY is organised as a yearbook, celebrating a spirituality of
the senses seasonally, monthly and weekly. Sarah Ban Breathnach introduces the
concept that women are endowed with not ﬁve, but seven senses: Sight, Hearing,
Taste, Touch, Scent, Knowing and Wonder. Each day's reﬂection, each week, will
highlight one of the senses drawing on the natural and supernatural worlds. By
exulting in the ecstatic experience of daily life, by romancing your soul - working out
what excites or moves you to tears, what makes your heart miss a beat, your knees
shake and soul sigh - Sarah Ban Breathnach shows you how to embrace your
magical, mystical, sensitive and spiritual Essential Self, restoring weary and jaded
feminine souls.

The Peace and Plenty Journal of
Well-Spent Moments
"Here is the golden opportunity to learn how to get the most you can out of living-to
squeeze signiﬁcance and happiness out of every moment, every hour, out of
everything which happens in the daily round of existence...Be more elegant. Be
serene. Be more gracious. Graciousness is the most proﬁtable personal attribute in
the world...Much comes from little. Light has power over darkness. Love has power
over discord. Lie yields great returns, pressed down and running over." Margery
Wilson How to Live Beyond Your Means (1945) Welcome to your new insight tool, the
Peace and Plenty Journal of Well-Spent Moments created by Sarah Ban Breathnach,
the New York Times best-selling author of Simple Abundance, as a companion
volume to her acclaimed money memoir Peace and Plenty: Finding Your Path to
Financial Serenity. What is a "well-spent" moment? Well, the expression is a play on
words-we really spend very little on the things that make us truly content. The things
that matter most are priceless. Here in these pages, you will ﬁnd comforting homegrown rituals and seasonal suggestions to help you bring more contentment into
your daily round. To inspire you Sarah has shared a bounty of blessings that bring
her deep satisfaction and an increased sense of well-being throughout the year. The
wisdom, warmth, compassion and disarming candor of Sarah Ban Breathnach has
made her a trusted voice and reassuring guide to millions of women, illuminating the
beauty and meaning in the ordinary. Let her gently encourage you to keep calm and
carry on as you discover the well-spent moments waiting to be savored and
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cherished each day.

Moving Beyond Betrayal
The 5-Step Boundary Solution for
Partners of Sex Addicts
Central Recovery Press, LLC Partners experience dire consequences as a result of
being in a relationship with someone suﬀering from compulsive sexual behavior.
Their emotional well-being requires developing new skill sets for self-care and selfprotection as they confront the diﬃcult and painful process of discovery, disclosure,
and beyond. In other words—they need boundaries. This is the ﬁrst book speciﬁcally
for partners aﬀected by addictive behavior that addresses, in detail, how to identify,
create, and maintain boundaries as a vital component of self-care and an
indispensable tool for healing and growth. Moving Beyond Betrayal guides partners
to deﬁne the current problem(s); identify needs that aren't being met; ﬁnd where
they have the power to eﬀect change; take action; and evaluate the results to
determine if their goal has been accomplished. The author examines all aspects of
eﬀective boundary work, including what to do when boundaries are violated.
Through working the 5-Step Boundary Solution partners will: Gain clarity Reduce the
chaos inherent in relationships impacted by sex addiction Feel more empowered and
in control of their lives Discover whether or not their relationship with the addict is
salvageable Vicki Tidwell Palmer is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW),
Certiﬁed Sex Addiction Therapist (CSAT), and Somatic Experiencing Practitioner
(SEP) in private practice in Houston, Texas. She is the author of the blog for partners
Survival Strategies for Partners of Sex Addicts.

Simple Abundance
365 Days to a Balanced and Joyful
Life, Revised and Updated Edition
The classic, mega-bestselling guide that has led so many women to lead more
fulﬁlling, harmonious, joyful lives-fully updated for a new generation who needs it
more than ever. In SIMPLE ABUNDANCE, Sarah Ban Breathnach helps us discover our
true self and spirit to reclaim our authentic life, and to rediscover what it is that
makes us truly happy. This powerful guidebook is needed now more than ever as we
are assaulted by discord and stress due to constant tragic breaking news, as well as
our 24-7 social media culture. Here are some examples of Sarah's wisdom: January
14: Start a Gratitude Journal, a blank book, and write down ﬁve things before you go
to bed that you can be grateful for about that day. March 21: Observe the Vernal
Equinox with a springtime dinner of Salmon cakes, fresh asparagus and new
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potatoes. September 1: On Labor Day Weekend, make a list of all the things you
wanted to do this summer, but did not get a chance to do. Save this list, and clip it to
next June in your calendar. When June comes around, schedule those postponed
desires! By providing a meditation for each day of the year, Sarah illuminates our
journey of self-discovery and shows us that simplicity does not imply doing withouttrue simplicity illuminates our lives from within. She teaches us how to re-order our
priorities, carve out time for the personal pursuits that bring contentment, savor the
joy of simple pleasures, and delight in the everyday rituals of home and garden. Not
only does each day have a meditation updated for these times, but in this new
edition, Sarah will add: - "A Caution Closet," which will encourage readers to gather
everything they would need to evacuate in case of an emergency, transforming an
intimidating task to a source of comfort and calm. - "Shepheard's Hotel," a creative
exercise to nudge readers into dreaming new dreams and encourage them to reimagine their lives through what they love.

Simple Abundance
The Best Part of The Day
Regnery Publishing Snuggle up for a heartwarming new story about changing
seasons and animal friendship written by Sarah Ban Breathnach, the author of the
inspirational bestseller Simple Abundance. With beautiful illustrations and an
uplifting message, The Best Part of the Day will be a classic for future generations.

A Man's Journey to Simple
Abundance
Scribner Book Company Examines the departures, crossroads, and destinations
that occur in a man's life, bringing together more than ﬁfty essays by such ﬁgures as
musician Sting, producer David Brown, and essayist Rick Bass.

Authentic Success
Everyday Sacred
A Woman's Journey Home
Harper Collins WITH SIMPLE SHIFTS OF PERCEPTION, EACH OF US CAN FIND THE
SACRED IN EVERY DAY. Like the vibrant yet simple quilts that led her to live within
the Amish community and to write about the experience in her bestselling book
'Plain and Simple', the em
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52 Weeks of Gratitude
A One-Year Journal to Reﬂect, Pray,
and Record Thankfulness
Ink & Willow Infuse spirituality and thankfulness into your daily life with this
beautiful gratitude journal that oﬀers a simple way to lower stress and improve
happiness. Scripture says, "In every thing give thanks: for this is the will of God in
Christ Jesus concerning you." But we could all use a little help actually making room
for gratitude among our everyday busyness and concerns. 52 Weeks of Gratitude
oﬀers you a space to record and reﬂect on your blessings each week as you focus
through the year on four major themes: Home, Community, Faith, and Beauty. With
its lovely full-color photographs and illustrations, this textured hardcover book is a
perfect keepsake. The weekly format oﬀers just the right amount of encouragement
to inspire, motivate, and create a grateful heart in all who write in its pages.

When Every Day Matters
A Mother's Memoir on Love, Loss
and Life
In her courageous book, Brant chronicles the ﬁrst year of living without her beloved
daughter who died of brain cancer. She shares not only the story of a life lost
through tragedy, but the legacy of a renewed life ﬁlled with grace, compassion,
wisdom, and choice.

Sarah Ban Breathnach's Mrs.
Sharp's Traditions
Reviving Victorian Family
Celebrations of Comfort and Joy
Scribner Oﬀers hearth and home wisdom, including ideas to enhance modern life
with old-fashioned traditions.
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What Happens When Women Say
Yes to God
Experiencing Life in Extraordinary
Ways
Harvest House Publishers Add beauty to your quiet time or delight a friend with a
gift they will treasure. This edition of Lysa TerKeurst's popular What Happens When
Women Say Yes to God (more than 170,00 copies sold) embraces her powerful
message of obedience and fulﬁllment that is changing women's lives around the
world. In each chapter and Bible study portion, Lysa, president of Proverbs 31
Ministries, shares inspiring stories and compelling insights about what it means to
partner with God in all decisions and actions. This adventure leads you to discern the
voice of God and say yes to His call experience the deep joy of wholehearted
obedience let God aﬀect lives around you in remarkable ways This is your invitation
to embark on the transforming journey of faithfulness as you seek God and boldly
ask for and expect more from the Christian life. Say yes!

Mrs. Sharp's Traditions
Reviving Victorian Family
Celebrations of Comfort and Joy
Here you will meet Mrs. Victorianna Sharp, a noted 19th-century 3literary domestic,2
and the delightful creation of Sarah Ban Breathnach1s imagination. Guides readers
month by month through the year, encouraging them to turn away from the stress of
modern life and embrace the enduring pleasures of a gentler, more reassuring era.
From organizing a New Year1s Day open house to arranging a midsummer
strawberry regale to reviving traditional holidays like May Day or Martinmas, Mrs.
Sharp is on hand to oﬀer an abundance of joyful simplicities and seasonal
suggestions that will enchant and engage everyone. Full of heart and insight, this
sourcebook reveals century-old customs and rituals for bringing a family closer
together. Full-color illustrations.

A Guide to the Sacraments
SCM Press A highly-acclaimed account of the sacramental principle and the seven
sacraments of the church.
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Romancing the Ordinary
A Year of Simple Splendor
Scribner Celebrating the spirituality of the senses, the author highlights seven
important senses--sight, sound, scent, taste, touch, knowing, and wonder--through a
series of daily reﬂections and meditations and encourages women to discover the
sensual experiences of everyday life.

Cosy
The British Art of Comfort
HarperCollins The Danes have hygge. The Swedes have lagom. Now, Laura Weir, a
beloved lifestyle journalist and editor-in-chief of London Evening Standard’s weekly
ES magazine, introduces American readers to the Brits’ best-kept
secret—coziness—an indulgent, luxurious, yet unfussy way of creating comfort and
joy. Cosy is “the slacker’s guide to staying at home, an antidote to peak frazzle.”
With trademark Anglo cheekiness, Laura Weir perfectly captures the British essence
of cosy. She celebrates socks, warms to the joys of toasty open ﬁres, and extols the
virtues of a quiet walk, ultimately enticing us all to create the British magic of cosy in
our everyday lives. With more than 140 whimsical illustrations and interviews with
British lifestyle experts, including Melissa Hemsley, Sophie Dahl, and Dolly Alderton,
Cosy is a perfect reminder to slow down, have a cuppa, and settle in when life
pushes you into overdrive.

Poems of Gratitude
Everyman's Library Poems of Gratitude is a unique anthology of poetry from
around the world and through the ages celebrating thanksgiving in its many secular
and spiritual forms. For centuries, poets in all cultures have oﬀered eloquent thanks
and praise for the people and things of this world. The voices collected here range
from Sappho, Horace, and Rumi to Shakespeare and Milton, from Wordsworth, Rilke,
Yeats, Rossetti, and Dickinson to Czesław Miłosz, Langston Hughes, Yehuda Amichai,
Anne Sexton, W. S. Merwin, Maya Angelou, and many more. Such beloved favorites
as Gerard Manley Hopkins's "Pied Beauty," Robert Frost's "Nothing Gold Can Stay,"
Constantine Cavafy's "Ithaka," and Adam Zagajewski's "Try to Praise the Mutilated
World," mingle with classics from China and Japan, and with traditional Navajo,
Aztec, Inuit, and Iroquois poems. Devotional lyrics drawn from the major religious
traditions of the world ﬁnd a place here alongside poetic tributes to autumn and the
harvest season that draw attention to nature's bounty and poignant beauty as winter
approaches. The result is a splendidly varied literary feast that honors and aﬃrms
the joy in our lives while acknowledging the sorrows and losses that give that joy its
keenness.
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Mrs. Sharp's Traditions
Nostalgic Suggestions for Recreating the Family Celebrations
and Seasonal Pastimes of the
Victorian Home
Simon & Schuster Oﬀers hearth and home wisdom, including ideas to enhance
modern life with old-fashioned traditions

Step Out, Step Up, Step Forward
How to Walk in Your Purpose
LLD Legacy Publishing If your life was a story, what would it say? Would it be
about pain or purpose, tragedy or triumph, loss or love? We each have a choice in
the story we tell. In Step OUT, Step UP, Step FORWARD: How To Walk in Your
Purpose, you will learn to embrace and overcome your challenges. The focus of
wholeness in mind, body, and spirit, ignited a spark to ﬁnd and share those answers,
those “ah-ha’s” with you. Right now, is the greatest and most important time of your
life. This journey is yours. You may struggle and fall, but you will learn to honor the
steps taken, and live each day transformed. Lori’s mission is to empower you to reenvision your life, embrace your authentic self and to walk your path with intention
and grace. No matter HOW you came to hold this book in your hands, you were
meant to; for no other reason but to embrace YOU, and your story. Get ready to
learn, listen to your voice within, and walk a path that “ﬁts” for you. Praise for STEP
OUT, STEP UP, STEP FORWARD: “When you step into your true self—not who society
says you are, but your true, authentic self—your whole life begins to turn around.
Lori Dixon shows you how to walk the path to your own authenticity, with kindness
and support. An insightful book for women seeking personal expansion.” —Sara
Wiseman, author of Messages from the Divine: Wisdom for the Seeker’s Soul,
www.sarawiseman.com “Lori masterfully weaves her incredible and inspiring story
with layered and important wisdom to create a book that not only entertains but
becomes a powerful coaching session (or ﬁve!) for you on its own. If you are looking
for more clarity, more direction, more motivation and more forward movement, this
is your book.” —Joanna Lindenbaum, author, master coach, and master facilitator,
www.joannalindenbaum.com “If you’re being called to get clear on your purpose or
take it to the next level, this is THE book for you. It’s never too late to align to your
soul’s purpose and share it with the world as you’ll learn from this enlightening
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book!” —Jennifer Longmore, founder of Akashic Record Training,
www.souljourneys.ca “I am impressed by Lori’s commitment to rising above
perceptions especially those around health & happiness. Lori continues to break
through inner glass ceilings and therefore emerges to new levels of self-healing and
expression.” —Dr. Ellie Drake, founder of Braveheart Women International “Lori
Dixon’s book, Step Out, Step Up, Step Forward: How to Walk in Your Purpose, is set
to launch soon and I can’t contain my excitement. Finally, Finally, Finally, everyone
everywhere can witness this powerhouse as she teaches us to understand our
purpose and own it every step of the way! I’ve witnessed her magic ﬁrsthand, and
there’s not a day that goes by that I am not grateful for this pure light in my life. I
ask you all to take a moment, buckle up, and get ready for one wild ride as Lori
teaches you How to Walk in Your Purpose. Enjoy your life changing journey. xo”
—David D’Orso, creative producer, Real Housewives of Dallas Season 2

Gratitude Journal: Inspirational Abundance
Gorgeous Full Color Illustrated Self
Growth Writing Prompts
Thankfulness Diary and Blessings
Journal
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform If you had to list what's good in
your life, right now, and you weren't allowed to mention any material possessions,
would you have a hard time coming up with the list? If you're unsure how to
consciously cultivate gratitude, this journal has gratitude prompts to guide you and
suggest areas of life to focus on, so you are sure to ﬁnd something to be grateful for
every day. "When I started counting my blessings, my whole life turned around." Willie Nelson Use these tips and prompts to start changing your focus today, and
have many happy tomorrows! Gorgeous full color illustrated motivational theme
Gratitude Journal includes: * Thoughtful prompts on every journal lined page to guide
your focus and writing * Full color illustrations * Durable Retro Gloss Paperback
Cover * Inspiring self help design theme with mindful quotes * Size 6" X 9" (15 x
23cm) * 70-page/35-sheets * The perfect gift for creative inspiration. Learn to see
that your life isn't made up of just negative moments. Focusing on your daily events
and simple abundance in life helps you take the best possible care of yourself. "What
I've learned is there's a scientiﬁcally proven phenomenon that's attached to
gratitude, and that if you consciously take note of what is good in your life,
quantiﬁable beneﬁts happen." - Deborah Norville "Every time we remember to say
'thank you,' we experience nothing less than heaven on earth." - Sarah Ban
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Breathnach

Older but Better, but Older
From the authors of How To Be
Parisian
Random House With playful wit, worldly advice and savvy observation, the
bestselling authors of How to Be Parisian tackle the Parisian art of growing up.
Caroline de Maigret and Sophie Mas are back to amuse you, saying what you don’t
expect to hear, just the way you want to hear it. But this time they reveal how they
are modifying their favourite bad girl habits and mischievous mindsets now they are
more ‘madame’ than 'mademoiselle’. These iconoclastic, bohemian Parisiennes
advise on love, seduction, fashion and dating as well as family, work, living alone
and accepting imperfections. Both poignant and laugh-out-loud funny, this gorgeous,
tongue-in-cheek guide astutely illuminates what it means to be a fully-ﬂedged
woman.

Cozy
The Art of Arranging Yourself in the
World
HarperCollins The New York Times bestselling author of Happens Every Day, Isabel
Gillies, presents a fresh and inspiring look at the subtle art of cozy—part manifesto,
part lifestyle guide, part memoir—that shows fans of The Little Book of Hygge that
true comfort comes from within. When we talk about being cozy, most of us think of
a favorite sweater or a steaming cup of tea on a rainy day. But to Isabel Gillies,
coziness goes beyond mere objects. To be truly cozy, she argues, means learning to
identify the innermost truth of yourself and carrying it into the world, no matter your
environment. Starting when she was young, Gillies has gradually learned the art and
subtle beauty of creating a life where you feel safe, steadied, and at home in the
world. From old family recipes and subway rides to jury duty and hospital stays, in
Cozy Gillies shows readers that true ease stems not with throw pillows and a candle,
but from opportunities to feel that we are part of something bigger than ourselves,
and learn to make ourselves at home no matter where we are. Simple choices can
make a hectic life or an uncomfortable situation just a little more comfortable—you
just have to know what to do. Just as Marie Kondo oﬀered a philosophy for how to
tidy, Gillies oﬀers a new way of occupying the spaces we live in. Starting with
yourself, then broadening to your home, your community, and the world at large,
Cozy will show you how to bring the truth of who you are into any situation, easy or
challenging. As Gillies says, “Cozy isn’t something that just exists. You have to make
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cozy happen.” Written with profound warmth and featuring hand-drawn illustrations,
this wise, necessary book is call to action for each of us to seek out those oftenmissed opportunities to care for ourselves, and to begin living a more intimate and
authentic life.

The Gratitude Jar
Thanks!
How Practicing Gratitude Can Make
You Happier
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A proponent of the ﬁeld of positive psychology oﬀers a
close-up study of the positive inﬂuence on people's lives of the systematic cultivation
of gratitude, explaining how the practice of grateful thinking can increase one's
chances for happiness and help one cope more eﬀectively with stress, recover more
quickly from illness, enjoy better physical health, improve relationships, and other
beneﬁts. Reprint.

Invitations to Abundance
How the Feasts of the Bible Nourish
Us Today
Harvest House Publishers What do the feasts of the Bible reveal about our place
in today’s tired world? In short, everything. From Genesis through Revelation,
redemptive history is captured through feasts. Through them, God calls his people to
commemorate mercy, delight in grace, and commune with him and with each other.
In the process, he proves he doesn’t ration his rich, soul-satisfying love toward us
but instead lets it overﬂow. Invitations to Abundance brings to life the festivities
described in the Bible and illuminates how relevant they remain in a modern world
deﬁned by isolation and disillusionment. When your heart needs encouragement,
these wondrous celebrations remind you why, where, and how you can ﬁnd security,
unity, and hope. Each chapter seats us at a unique feast from Scripture—from the
well known to the less familiar—and considers how you can respond worshipfully as
a partaker of these celebrations. Invitations to Abundance shows you how to
reciprocate God’s initiating kindness and what it means to live knowing God’s table
is spread before you.
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Victorian Family Celebrations
Touchstone Hearth and home wisdom with ideas to enhance modern life

Good Morning
365 Positive Ways to Start Your Day
Sourcebooks, Inc. Good Morning provides readers with a daily dose of inspiration
to make every day matter.

Self Help, Inc.
Makeover Culture in American Life
Oxford University Press Why doesn't self-help help? Cultural critic Micki McGee
puts forward this paradoxical question as she looks at a world where the market for
self-improvement products--books, audiotapes, and extreme makeovers--is
exploding, and there seems to be no end in sight. Rather than seeing narcissism at
the root of the self-help craze, as others have contended, McGee shows a nation
relying on self-help culture for advice on how to cope in an increasingly volatile and
competitive work world. Self-Help, Inc. reveals how makeover culture traps
Americans in endless cycles of self-invention and overwork as they struggle to stay
ahead of a rapidly restructuring economic order. A lucid and fascinating treatment of
the modern obsession with work and self-improvement, this lively book will strike a
chord with its acute diagnosis of the self-help trap and its sharp suggestions for how
we can address the alienating conditions of modern work and family life.
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